A pair of two-dimensional materials have been shown to exhibit ferromagnetism -the familiar type of magnetism found in iron bar magnets. Such materials could have applications from sensing to data storage. See Letters p.265 & p.270
N I T I N S A M A R T H
F erromagnetism is perhaps the oldest known phenomenon of purely quantummechanical origin. It refers to the alignment of magnetic moments (spins) in certain materials that results in uniform, permanent magnetization, such as that seen in iron. An approach to studying truly two-dimensional ferromagnets has been lacking, but on pages 265 and 270, respectively, Gong et al. 1 and Huang et al. 2 report an advance in this direction. Using a high-sensitivity micro scopy technique, the authors remarkably observe ferromagnetic behaviour in atomically thin layers of two magnetic materials: chromium germanium telluride (Cr 2 Ge 2 Te 6 ) and chromium triiodide (CrI 3 ).
The study of low-dimensional ferro magnets, comprised of spins arranged on 1D or 2D lattices, was motivated in the 1970s by a broad interest in understanding how the number of spatial dimensions affects phase transitions and associated phenomena 3, 4 . Experimentalists initially used 3D crystalline magnetic materials to approximate 2D spin lattices. In these crystals, the interactions between the spins in a given plane of the crystal lattice are much stronger than those between spins on different planes 5 . Later, epitaxial synthesis ( Fig. 1) , but only at lengths above a specific threshold -which might explain why nucleotide-repeat expansions cause disease only when they reach or exceed a critical length. Crucially, Jain and Vale found that versions of the RNAs in which the nucleotide sequence had been scrambled did not undergo LLPS, but remained in a diffuse state. Furthermore, when the authors added molecules to their in vitro systems to disrupt the formation of complementary interactions between RNA bases (base-pair formation), this abolished RNA-cluster formation -highlighting the role of such interactions in the process. And although the spherical clusters resembled liquid droplets, they were actually solid-like, which suggests that a rapid liquid-to-solid phase transition (gelation) may occur.
The authors next examined whether the in vitro findings could be reproduced in cells. They observed that RNAs at sub-threshold lengths exist mainly as diffuse populations in the cytosol. However, at lengths approaching those observed in disease, the RNAs reside in nuclear speckles -membrane-less organelles that are essential for the processing of messenger RNA. The researchers found that the formation of RNA foci is abolished when base-pairing is blocked, consistent with their in vitro experiments showing that RNA-RNA interactions mediate foci assembly, but that speckle integrity is not disrupted.
Jain and Vale also report that, in cells, poly-G4C2 foci exhibit gel-like properties similar to all of the assemblies formed in vitro, whereas the poly-CAG foci display liquid-like characteristics. These differences might be explained by the strength of base-pairing for the two types of RNA. However, the origin of these biophysical properties and the mechanism by which expanded RNAs are confined in speckles remain unclear.
This work has clear implications for human disease, although it should be noted that the cells in which RNA foci were induced did not die or exhibit noticeable dysfunction. Moreover, a major caveat of the findings is that the RNA levels studied in vitro and in cells were much greater than those produced in the neurons of people who have neurodegenerative diseases. For example, a recent study 6 suggests that, in neurons from people with C9ORF72-associated ALS, individual foci contain a single RNA molecule, and only a few foci exist in an average cell nucleus. Furthermore, although the localization of poly-CAG and poly-CUG RNAs in nuclear speckles has been described 7 in people with Huntington's disease and myotonic dystrophy, respectively, poly-G4C2 RNAs are not localized in such speckles in people with C9ORF72-associated ALS 8 . Finally, studies in model organisms 5 suggest that proteins known as dipeptide repeats, which are produced by an un conventional form of translation called repeatassociated non-AUG (RAN) translation, might be the primary driver of disease, rather than RNA alone. The contribution of RNA gelation to these diseases therefore remains to be determined, particularly for ALS. Nevertheless, Jain and Vale's study is important and inspires many questions. For example, how do expanded repeats affect the dynamics of nuclear speckles? Could repeat RNAs drive the gelation of non-expanded RNAs and proteins, thus disrupting information transfer from DNA to protein? And if RNA gelation indeed occurs in C9ORF72-associated ALS, how might this initiate the downstream formation of RNA-binding protein (RBP) aggregates, which are the best predictor of neuronal loss in all forms of ALS 9 ? Despite a flurry of studies 5 , the relative contributions of protein loss of function, RNA foci and RAN translation to the onset of C9ORF72-associated ALS are unclear, especially with respect to the formation of RBP aggregates.
Another key question concerns conditions such as Huntington's disease, in which nucleotide-repeat expansions occur in the coding regions (exons) of DNA, so that repetitive RNA molecules and proteins are both produced. What are the relative roles of phase transitions for proteins and for RNA, and might both act synergistically to cause disease? Most recent research has been dedicated to examining toxic protein aggregates in these diseases 10 , but Jain and Vale's findings are likely to renew interest in the contributions of expanded RNAs.
The new findings probably also have implications for fundamental cellular biology. For example, the described RNA phase transitions might have a role in the formation of certain membrane-less organelles, such as paraspeckles, which depend on the presence of long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs; see ref. 11, for example). Indeed, interactions in repetitive sequences of some lncRNAs could provide the structural basis for the formation of such cellular compartments 12 . Further exciting results in this area are likely to be forthcoming as researchers from both basic science and translational laboratories continue to coalesce around the field of intracellular phase transitions. ■ It seems generally accepted that the eucaryotic cellular form … has developed from procaryotic forms … It often seems to be taken for granted that the transition took place in such a way that one procaryotic cell has developed into a eucaryotic one. It may, however, be just as fruitful to discuss the possibility that one eucaryotic cell has evolved from a number of procaryotic cells … With oxygen in the atmosphere … aerobic procaryotes must have developed. We can then assume that some of the anaerobic eucaryotes established an endocellular symbiotic relationship with aerobic procaryotes … During further evolution, the aerobic partner must necessarily have lost a great part of its autonomy … The final step in this evolutionary process would be the development of mitochondria as we know them from eucaryotic cells today. From Nature 10 June 1967
Years Ago
Writing in 1684, Andrew Symson, minister of Kirkinner, records in his "Large Description of Galloway" that "in this parish [Glasserton] there is a hill called the Fell of Barhullion, and I have been told, but I give not much faith to it, that the sheep that feed there often have commonly yellow teeth, as if they were guilded. " In this matter the worthy minister was unduly sceptical. The Fell of Barhullion is on my property, and jaws of sheep fed thereon have been brought to me with the teeth thickly plated with iron pyrites. The rock of the district is Lower Silurian; in the softer parts (Moffat Shales) large nodules of iron pyrites are found. As there is wet peaty soil on parts of the fell there is no lack of humic acid. From Nature 7 June 1917 techniques -in which materials are grown over the top of a substrate in a layer-by-layer fashion -extended these adventures in magnetic 'flatland' closer to ideal 2D systems 6 . Such techniques allowed ultrathin magnetic films to be studied, but these films had unavoidable imperfections. A generalized method for creating truly 2D ferromagnets has until now not been demonstrated.
Since the discovery 7 of graphene in 2004, there has been a vast exploration of flatland using ultrathin films exfoliated (removed) from van der Waals crystals -crystals held together by short-range van der Waals forces 8 . Although many phenomena associated with the quantum behaviour of electrons have been observed using this approach 9 , the ferromagnetic ordering of spins in a single atomic layer has been particularly elusive, requiring a technique of much greater sensitivity than that provided by conventional magnetometers. To achieve the necessary level of sensitivity, Gong et al. and Huang et al. use a method called polar magneto-optical Kerr effect microscopy to determine the spatial extent of ferro magnetic order in their materials. This technique uses the rotation of linearly polarized light to spatially map out the direction and magnitude of spins, with micrometre spatial resolution 10, 11 . In their 3D crystalline form, CrI 3 and Cr 2 Ge 2 Te 6 have similar properties. First, they display ferromagnetic order at temperatures below 61 kelvin 1,2 (known as their Curie temperature). Second, they have a distinct magnetic anisotropy 12, 13 -their response to a magnetic field depends strongly on the direction of the field. And finally, they are soft ferromagnets, meaning that the spins of the chromium atoms are readily aligned when a magnetic field is applied in a specific direction, but they do not remain aligned when the field is removed. However, the authors show that the properties of these materials differ when the layers approach the 2D limit.
Huang and colleagues demonstrate that ferromagnetic order remains intact in CrI 3 even in a single layer of the material (albeit with a suppressed Curie temperature of 45 K). Unlike the case of the 3D crystals, the authors show that a single layer of CrI 3 has a substantial remnant magnetization in the absence of a magnetic field, directed perpendicular to the plane of the lattice. The magnetic system is therefore well described by the 2D Ising model 3 , in which spins are constrained to lie perpendicular to the plane (Fig. 1a) . Remarkably, Huang et al. find that the nature of the ferromagnetic order in CrI 3 is highly sensitive to the number of layers in the system. In a bilayer, the remnant magnetization present in a single layer is suppressed -consistent with the two layers having oppositely oriented spins (an antiferromagnet). Conversely, in a trilayer, this cancellation is lost and the net magnetization is recovered.
Gong and colleagues show that, in strong contrast to CrI 3 , ultrathin layers of Cr 2 Ge 2 Te 6 have a highly suppressed Curie temperature in the 2D limit (for example, about 30 K for a bilayer). Consistent with the Mermin-Wagner theorem 4 , the authors demonstrate that ferromagnetic order is not present in a single layer of Cr 2 Ge 2 Te 6 -at least down to the lowest temperature studied (4.7 K). Furthermore, Cr 2 Ge 2 Te 6 always remains a soft ferromagnet that has an extremely weak remnant magnetization perpendicular to the plane of the lattice. By comparing their results with theory, the authors show that the magnetic behaviour of Cr 2 Ge 2 Te 6 in both the 2D and 3D regimes is well described by the Heisenberg model 4 , in which spins are free to point in any direction (Fig. 1b) . The reduction in the material's Curie temperature with decreasing number of layers can be explained by the thermal excitation of vibrations called spin waves, whose energy distribution is intimately connected to the number of spatial dimensions.
The experiments reported in these papers demonstrate that ultrathin exfoliated layers of CrI 3 and Cr 2 Ge 2 Te 6 provide realizations of 2D Ising and Heisenberg ferromagnets, respectively, as envisaged by theory half a century ago 3, 4 . However, one might wonder what scientific delights this new generation of truly 2D ferromagnetic materials might bring to the sophisticated palate of the contemporary condensed-matter physicist. After all, extensive previous measurements 5, 6 of quasi-2D crystals and ultrathin epitaxial films have shown that these materials act as excellent approximations of 2D magnets. But rather than hark back to the well-understood physics of yore, these exfoliated 2D ferromagnets perhaps demand a fresh, contemporary perspective on lowdimensional magnetism.
For instance, one might imagine using these materials as building blocks to create new magnetic textures by systematically stacking Ising and Heisenberg ferromagnets into hybrid multilayers, or by draping them over curved nano-substrates to create spins that have exotic quantum-mechanical phases (Berry phases). The promise of incorporating these 2D ferromagnets into spin-based electronics and information technologies also beckons, but achieving this goal will require overcoming the extremely high bar of robust magnetic ordering at temperatures of technological relevance. Nevertheless, the opportunities and challenges of this relatively unexplored region of magnetic flatland are many, and will undoubtedly lead to surprises. ■ Nitin Samarth is in the Department of Physics, Penn State University, Pennsylvania 16802-6300, USA. e-mail: nsamarth@psu.edu A daptive evolution causes populations to evolve towards a body form that is best suited to the local environment. For example, woodland populations of the snail Cepaea nemoralis have shells that are predominantly brown or pink, whereas meadow populations usually have yellow shells. The most-common shell colour is the one that most closely matches the background environment where the snail resides, and therefore offers camouflage protection from predators. However, snails with shell colours that do not match their background can also persist in these populations because predators tend to focus their search on the most-common shell colour 1 . This type of selection favouring rarity is called frequency-dependent selection. On page 285, Bolnick and Stutz 2 investigate the interaction between selection that favours the optimum and selection that favours the rare, when both come into play at the same time.
Frequency-dependent selection is best known for its role in maintaining genetic variation within populations. In guppy 3 , isopod 4 and lizard 5 populations, frequency-dependent selection can help to maintain the presence of rare males that have different appearances and mating strategies from those of the majority. Frequency-dependent selection is also the cause of the incessant evolutionary arms race between hosts and pathogens.
Host-defence mechanisms often harbour extremely high genetic variation. A classic example is the high level of sequence variation in the major histocompatibility (MHC) genes 6 , which encode proteins that bind and present peptide fragments to cells of the immune system. Pathogens evolve to evade detection by the most-common host MHC proteins, with the result that individuals with less-common versions of MHC genes prosper 7 . Yet this advantage will result in individuals with rare MHC genes becoming more common over time, and such individuals will then eventually attract the unwanted scrutiny of pathogens. The result can be an endless cycle of adaptation and counter-adaptation between hosts and pathogens 8 . Bolnick and Stutz investigated the role of frequency-dependent selection in speciation by studying the three-spined stickleback fish, Gasterosteus aculeatus. Migrating marine ancestors of G. aculeatus often adapted to become full-time residents of diverse
EVOLUTION

Differences can hold populations together
Evolution favours the body form best adapted to the local environment, but it can also favour rare forms. Stickleback experiments reveal how these two selection forces can interact, and how this can limit population divergence. See Letter p.285 Figure 1 | Different forms of stickleback fish inhabit lakes and streams. Male three-spined sticklebacks, Gasterosteus aculeatus, on Vancouver Island that reside in streams have a large-bodied form (top), whereas those living in lakes have a slender-bodied form (bottom). Bolnick and Stutz 2 conducted reciprocal-transplant experiments in which they moved fish from lake to stream habitats, and vice versa, to investigate the factors that might drive this type of evolutionary change. Scale bar, 1 cm.
